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The guiding questions of this TZADDIK Conversation are:

On the following page is a suggested step-by-step set of instructions for educators. 
Feel free tailor these steps to best fit the students and context in which you’re using 
this guide. TZADDIK Conversations are designed to run for one hour. The role of the 
educator is to personally connect with these questions, and then invite students to 
seriously engage with the coming hour. The following guide assumes that the 
educator has already studied the texts related to this session and has 
completed the reflection writing.
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T H E  I M A G E  O F  G O D  objectification & service

TZADDIK: conversations

What are the moral and social “consequences” of seeing humans as created “in 
the image of God”?

Is it possible to reduce the extent to which we objectify those for whom we serve? 

How would it be different if you chose to see human beings as “created in the 
image of God”?



THE IMAGE OF GOD:
OBJECTIFICATION AND SERVICE
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Open session by explaining why these questions are personally relevant to you.
(5 min)

Read students instructions for opening “Artistic Prelude: How Do You Want to be 
Seen?” Answer any questions students have. Invite students to spend five minutes    
drawing – stressing that no artistic skill is required. (10 min)

Invite students to form small groups or chevrutot (or small groups) – each student 
should take 2 min-  utes presenting their “self-portrait,” explaining why and how they 
chose to represent themselves. (5 - 10 min)

Transition students toward exploring two texts. We turn to our textual tradition hoping 
to be both inspired as well as challenged by the voices of our Jewish ancestors. We 
turn to these texts as much out of curiosity as reverence. Special note: The second 
text is an excerpt from a longer piece written by a Christian aid worker in central 
America – it has been gently edited for it use here in a “Jewish” setting. 

Invite students to form chevrutot and to explore the two texts and their accompanying 
questions. Bring students back together, allowing time for students to share key 
reflections and for conversation to open up in the larger setting. (15 min)

    Turn students toward quiet “Reflection Writing.” (5 - 10 min)

Have students return to their previous chevrutot to process and share their written 
reflections. Encourage students to take turns sharing what they wrote about and how 
they feel. This should not be so much as a conversation as it is an opportunity to speak
and listen. (10 min)

Bring students back together, inviting one or two reflections from chevrutot to
be shared. (2-3 min)

Ask students to write down a single “Key Take Away” from the conversation.
Allow a handful of students to share these “Key Take Aways” as well as any
closing reflections. (2-3 min) 




